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UR OBJECTIVES
O
OUR VISION FOR THE FUTURE
for 2016-19
Refugee Action is an independent,
national charity that works to ensure
that refugees and people seeking asylum
in the UK can successfully rebuild their
lives. In early 2016 we set a three-year
strategy to guide all our work and ensure
that we move towards this goal.

OUR OBJECTIVES

The charity defined a vision of the future
we want to build and a mission statement
outlining the organisation we need to be to
achieve this goal. Plus, specific objectives for
our support to asylum seekers and refugees,
our campaigning and the support we provide
to other organisations.

for 2016-19

OUR MISSION
for 2016-19

OUR VISION
for 2016-19

OUR MISSION
for 2016-19

To achieve this vision, our aim is that:

OUR VISION

Refugee Action plays a leading role in overcoming the challenges facing refugees and
asylum seekers in the UK. We work with
others to develop and deliver innovative
services that benefit the majority of asylum
seekers and refugees. We successfully build
public and political support for policy change,
so they can rebuild their lives. We are a trusted
partner and ally for organisations that seek to
enable refugees to rebuild their lives in the UK.

for 2016-19

ABOUT
REFUGEE ACTION

Our vision is that refugees and asylum
seekers will be welcome in the UK. They
will get justice, live free of poverty and be
able to successfully rebuild their lives.

ABOUT
REFUGEE ACTION
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OUR OBJECTIVES
for 2016-19

We will achieve these objectives through both direct services
to asylum seekers and refugees and support and advice to
otherfoorganisations.
r 2016-19 We will deliver direct services in London,
the West Midlands, the North-West, and West Yorkshire.

OUR MISSION
OUR VISION

ACCESS TO JUSTICE

CAMPAIGNS AND INFLUENCE

1. Secure support for most new asylum seekers
so that they can focus on their asylum case
and get protection where it is needed.

6. Persuade the UK government to provide
safe and legal routes for 100,000 refugees
by 2020, through campaigns that reflect
our experience of best practice.

for 2016-19

2. Secure a significant increase in the quantity
and quality of legal advice available to
refused asylum seekers so that those who
need protection get it.

ABOUT
ACTION
E
E
G
U
F
E
R
FREEDOM FROM POVERTY
3. Reduce the levels of homelessness and
precarious housing among people failed
by the asylum system.
4. Ensure that refugees and other migrants
settling in the UK are able to avoid poverty
and to thrive – in particular through employment, avoiding debt, good health and positive relationships with host communities.
5. Ensure that refugees resettled in the UK are
empowered to rebuild their lives successfully.

7. Ensure faster, fairer asylum decisions by
securing tangible improvements to the
system, and defend the rights of asylum
seekers and refugees to rebuild their lives
in Britain without falling into poverty.
8. Build a strong and committed campaigns
supporter base of at least 50,000 people,
and work with a broad range of ‘unusual’
allies to engage up to 2 million people in
campaigning – to make Britain a country
that respects the rights of refugees.
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WELCOME

from the Board Chair, Penny Lawrence
Welcome to our Annual Report, which I’m delighted to introduce. Refugee Action is a relatively small organisation with
a hugely ambitious vision: to enable all refugees and people
seeking asylum to access justice and to successfully rebuild
their lives in the UK. I’m proud of the difference we made in
2016-17, and hopeful we will achieve much more in 2017-18
and beyond.
In our last Annual Report, we outlined our vision and ambitious three-year
objectives, whilst recording that the closure of a government funded programme
forced us to say goodbye to 75% of our staff. One year later it’s a joy to report
the scale of support that we now provide to refugees and people seeking asylum,
the impact of our campaigns and the progress of our good practice team.
The external context for our work remains extremely challenging, with profound
implications for asylum seekers and refugees. I know first-hand from my role
as Deputy Chief Executive of Oxfam, the appalling scale of the global refugee
crisis and the challenges refugees face. It makes it critical that every country
steps up their efforts to support those who have lost everything, both through
international aid and through welcoming all those who claim asylum here in the
UK. It’s clear that millions of people believe we should do just that, but equally
that our country is more divided now than it has been for a long time.
Refugee Action’s 2016-19 strategy is accompanied by a three year budget.
We are working hard to ensure we are financially sustainable by the end of this
period. That will only happen if there is an active community supporting our work.
A huge thank you to every single one of you who supported us in 2016-17.
Finally, I must thank my board colleagues and the staff and volunteers of
Refugee Action. I’m delighted that the board has the skills and experience to
give the Senior Management Team the stretch and support to achieve the goals
we have set. Many thanks to them for their commitment, and above all huge
thanks to the staff and volunteers for the tremendous passion and dedication
that they bring to all we do, and the difference this makes every day to the
asylum seekers and refugees for whom we exist.

Penny Lawrence
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It’s a joy to report the scale
of support that we now
provide to refugees and
people seeking asylum,
the impact of our campaigns and the progress
of our good practice team.
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PUTTING OUR PLAN INTO ACTION
Chief Executive, Stephen Hale OBE

The progress we have made to date is
the result above all of three things. First,
our staff and volunteers inspire me every
day with the tremendous skills and deep
commitment that they bring to our work.
Second, our partners and allies. We achieve
nothing alone. Our services, good practice
and campaigning are all developed and
delivered with other organisations that

twitter: @shalegeneva

2016-17 was the first full year of the new
Refugee Action, working to deliver the vision,
mission and ambitious three year objectives
that we set in early 2016. I’m incredibly proud
of the difference that our front-line services,
good practice team and campaigners made for
people seeking asylum and refugees in the UK.

158 staff

tions

trained from 60 organisa

Of course we’re still a very long way from our
vision. At present people seeking asylum face
a system that is bewildering, often hostile, and
which often minimises the prospects of successful integration. In 2017-18 and beyond, we will
hold fast to our vision in our front-line services,
support to other charities and campaigns.

10 million

OUR STAFF
AND VOLUNTEERS

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

3,300

Asylum seekers

A huge thank you to absolutely everyone
who has supported our work over the past
12 months. Without you, we would not be
here. All of us at Refugee Action look forward
to all we will achieve together in the future.

PARTNERS
AND ALLIES

YOU
OUR SUPPORTERS

10 million

1,400
158 staff

the UK
refugees re
ededfroinm 60 organisations
traseinttl

10 million

1. Our staff and volunteers provided practical
support and advice to over 3,300 asylum
seekers. Many were homeless or destitute
when they came to our asylum crisis services.

3. We increased the capacity of other organisations to support asylum seekers and refugees,
by training 158 staff from 60 other charities
to provide immigration advice.

3,300

158 staff

Asylum seekers

tions

trained from 60 organisa

1,400
158 staff

share our goals. The progress we make is
the result of our common endeavours. Third,
and most important, you, our supporters.

1,400

e UK

refugees resettled in th

10 million

e UK

refugees resettled in th

tions

trained from 60 organisa

2. We worked with 1,400 refugees resettling
to the UK, helping them to set and achieve
their personal goals and integrate successfully in their new communities.

158 staff

3,300

Asylum seekers
tions
ained from 60 organisa

158 staff

4. We succeeded in persuading the Government
to invest an additional £10 million in English
tions
language classes for refugees.
trained from 60 organisa

1,400

We’re determined that every person seeking asylum
in the UK will be able to access justice, and all
refugees will successfully rebuild their lives.
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protection
Our aim is to ensure that everyone who needs
asylum can
gets it, and that refugees and people seeking
live free of poverty and homelessness.

EMPOWERING PEOPLE
SEEKING ASYLUM

protection gets it, and that refugees
Our aim is to ensure that everyone who needs
erty and homelessness.
and people seeking asylum can live free of pov
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SPOTLIGHT

SPOTLIGHT

Across Greater Manchester, Birmingham
and London, we’re working to reach people
at the earliest opportunity. In 2016/17, our
efforts helped 1,100 people to escape
homelessness and destitution.

Many people entering the asylum system
are not given sufficient information to enable
them to understand what is happening to
them, why it is happening and how they can
make the right decisions. Crucially, during
2016/17 in Greater Manchester and Birmingham, we began matching people entering
the asylum system with a volunteer ‘Asylum
Guide’, who had been through the asylum
system themselves. The projects were
funded by the Esmee Fairbairn Foundation
and Legal Education Foundation. In total,
we matched 29 volunteer Asylum Guides
with around 100 people and hope to roll out
this service model nationally, supporting
other organisations to adopt it through
our Good Practice and Partnerships team.

ASYLUM CRISIS

ASYLUM GUIDES

Our Asylum Crisis work was funded by
Comic Relief, John Ellerman Foundation,
Barrow Cadbury Trust, City Bridge and
your support.
“When I came to the Asylum Crisis
project I had applied for emergency
housing through another organisation,
but it was refused.They said there was
nothing more they could do.
I was sleeping in one room with my
children. We had bed bugs; we couldn’t
afford to do anything. My landlord wanted
me out. When I came to Refugee Action,
they told me what they would do and
what the Home Office had to do. I can’t
thank you enough and won’t forget what
you did for me.”

In 2016-17, your support enabled Refugee
Action to combat this situation by:

Vulnerable, alone and still experiencing the
trauma that drove them into exile, many
refugees are then forced into a labyrinthine
process that de-humanises, disempowers
and damages their wellbeing.

•

Running 13 projects across four regions:
North West, London, West Yorkshire and
the West Midlands. These were delivered
by 20 staff and 127 trained volunteers, who
together contributed over 10,000 hours.

Without sufficient support and protection, many
descend into homelessness, absolute poverty,
rapidly increasing health and mental health
problems, and vulnerability to exploitation.

•

Designing services to meet specific needs,
and tackling some of the most entrenched
problems that people in the asylum system
face.

•

Providing empowering and complex casework support for more than 3,300 people
at various stages of the asylum system.

Meet Nicole
This image has been changed to
protect Nicole’s dentity.

Faced with endless bureaucracy, a lack of
support and little information, those seeking
asylum in the UK often feel overwhelmed. In
the midst of such adversity, Refugee Action
has provided vital support services that simply
don’t exist elsewhere.

“[My asylum guide] gave me lots of
useful information. It was very positive.
I had ideas but I did not really know about
what would happen. I didn’t know that
not everybody is accepted for asylum
for instance, or that there are all these
processes. I didn’t know that at all.”

Nicole fled her country, Ivory Coast, after
her husband was executed in front of her.
When she came to Refugee Action after
claiming asylum, she spoke no English,
had no solicitor, no date for her asylum
interview and no understanding of the
asylum process. She was also pregnant.
It was clear that she was vulnerable and
utterly overwhelmed by her situation.

I didn’t know about rights of asylum, or how to ask
for asylum. I didn’t know a whole stack of things to
do with asylum.
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ENABLING BETTER LIVES
THROUGH RESETTLEMENT
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Thanks to you, we have made huge advances
Resettlement programmes enable refugees
to make safe and legal journeys to the UK
and other countries where they have the
opportunity to rebuild their lives, and this
has been a constant theme of Refugee
Action’s work since we began in 1981. The
support of local people and volunteers is vital
to this work and it is truly humbling to see the
level of dedication from everyone involved.
Together, we have achieved so much:

•

•
•

•

The expansion of the Syrian Resettlement
Programme meant that we were able to
provide intensive integration support to
almost 1,400 vulnerable refugees, using
our experience to support people often in
areas welcoming refugees for the first time.
We worked with 877 refugees resettled to
North-West England through the UNHCR
Gateway Protection Programme.
We also supported 513 Syrian refugees
arriving in the UK through the Syrian
Vulnerable Persons Resettlement Scheme
in London, Worcestershire, Shropshire
and elsewhere in the West Midlands,
and in the North-West of England.
We recruited and trained 150 new
volunteers to support refugees.
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Meet Dara
A Kurdish electrician from north-eastern
Syria, Dara lived there with his family
including his young disabled daughter,
Rania.
When war broke out, the family had no access
to water and electricity. Dara’s work ended and
the family struggled to feed their four children.
In February 2013, Dara, his wife and children
packed a few small bags, said goodbye to their
relatives and set off on foot to Iraq. Because
Rania could not walk, Dara carried her for the
entire journey. Once in Iraq, the family lived
in a refugee camp. Conditions were harsh –
particularly for Rania who would regularly trip
and fall, hurting her elbows and face.

In 2016, Dara and his family were resettled
in Stafford through the Syrian Resettlement
Programme that Refugee Action set up for
Staffordshire County Council. Our team met
the family at the airport, gave them a meal in
their new house and in the following days and
months our staff, volunteers and partners
supported the family with everything from
tenancy agreements, to English lessons and
health appointments. Dara described the family
as being emotionally and mentally exhausted at
the beginning but, in time, they began learning
English. Rania was able to access the support
she needed for her disability and Dara began
volunteering with a charity fixing vacuum
cleaners and other appliances.

Campaigning for change
Despite our successes, our work is far from
over. Resettled refugees face many challenges.
2016-17 saw the Benefit Cap lead to a worrying
rise in poverty amongst refugees in the UK
and the communities they are resettled in. This
year also saw the roll out of Universal Credit,
presenting more challenges for our clients and
our caseworker and support teams.
However, the year also brought improvements.
We persuaded the Department for Work and
Pensions to end a policy that had meant
disabled refugees waiting two years before
receiving financial help with care and mobility.
And following calls from Refugee Action and
our partners, the Home Office agreed to grant
resettled Syrians ‘Refugee Status’ rather than
‘Humanitarian Protection’ so they could access
university funding and travel more easily to visit
friends and family.
We want to use our three decades of experience of supporting resettled refugees to
help ensure that every single refugee in the
UK gets the best possible support. Our hope
is to develop practical support and training
for other organisations across the UK.

Refugee Action did a lot for us – they helped us register
with schools and with the GP and helped Rania get into
school. They did not fail us in any way.
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BUILDING A COMMUNITY
OF SUPPORT
Refugee Action is proud to partner with
other organisations across the country to
share skills and stimulate change. Working
together with a shared vision, we strive
to give all those seeking asylum access
to justice and the opportunity to rebuild
their lives.
One of the most vital areas of our work,
Refugee Action’s Asylum Good Practice and
Partnerships team supports organisations to
increase their knowledge, skills and expertise,
help them to adopt new approaches and work
with others.

Over the last year, the team has:
• Trained 158 staff and volunteers from other
charities to give immigration advice

•

Promoted awareness and prepared for the
impact of the 2016 Immigration Act roll-out

•

Supported voluntary sector organisations
interested in delivering independent advice
on Assisted Voluntary Return

•

Linked up asylum support practitioners,
caseworkers and legal advisors through
skill shares and peer support.

ions, Refugee
By building skills and expertise across organisat
those
Action is driving positive change and protecting
most at risk from homelessness and poverty.
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SPOTLIGHT

FRONTLINE IMMIGRATION
LEGAL ADVICE PROJECT

“PREPARING FOR THE
IMMIGRATION ACT”
WORKSHOPS

To enable other organisations to provide
access to good quality immigration and
asylum legal advice, Refugee Action
launched the Frontline project in April
2016. Supporting 50 organisations from
all corners of the UK, the project carried
out needs assessments, provided free,
webinar-based OISC training, and mentored
staff through the registration process with
the OISC (Office of the Immigration Service
Commissioner). Across these organisations,
we achieved the following:
• 158 staff and volunteers completed a
5-day OISC training course at Level 1 or 2
• 31 advisors increased their OISC registration level and are now able to provide
more complex legal advice to meet their
service users’ needs
• 200 advisors joined our online support
forum.

ions, Refugee Action is driving
By building skills and expertise across organisat
risk from homelessness and poverty.
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“PAFRAS have been working with
Refugee Action’s Frontline Immigration
Project for around 18 months to become
OISC registered. We’re really pleased that
all three of our caseworkers have enrolled in
training at level 1. One went on to complete
and pass the level 2 exam. This project has
enabled us to professionalise our service
and develop our advice to where our clients
need us to go.”
Ruth Davany, Director, PAFRAS (Positive
Action For Refugees & Asylum-Seekers),
Leeds.
In 2016-17, this project was funded by the
Paul Hamlyn Foundation, Future Advice
Fund and Refugee Action’s own funds.

The 2016 Immigration Act contained a series
of new measures to strengthen the ‘hostile
environment’ for ‘those with no right to be
here’. These policies in fact impact negatively
on the lives of a much wider range of migrant and black and minority ethnic people
across the country. In addition, we see in
our day-to-day work that ‘those with no right
to be here’ often do have such a right, but
have not been able to demonstrate it so far.
We brought together 95 people from 82
organisations at events in London, Manchester, Birmingham and Sheffield to help refugee, asylum and migrant support organisations prepare for the roll-out of the Act. The
workshops covered issues such as changes
to asylum support regulations and the rights
of families who have been refused asylum.
The workshops were co-organised with
ASAP, Project 17, Migrant Legal Project and
Coram Children’s Legal Centre.
The seminars also encouraged organisations
to adopt early action approaches. This means
supporting their service users before crises
have developed and reaching service users
as soon as possible after crises have hit. This
will be a top priority for our future work.

Refugee Action – Annual Report 2016-2017		
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CHAMPIONING A BETTER FUTURE
Our campaigning highlights injustice,
persuades politicians to champion our
cause and challenges the current system
to improve the lives of refugees in the UK.
Everyone seeking protection deserves the
opportunity to access justice and to rebuild
their lives. But all too often the current system
makes it difficult or impossible for them to
do so. That’s why we campaign. We work on
a range of issues that matter, but as a small
organisation we have to prioritise to make
the most impact. This year our top priority
was our Let Refugees Learn campaign.

LET REFUGEES LEARN
In May 2016 we launched the Let Refugees
Learn campaign that calls for all refugees to
have better access to English language classes.
Every day we work with refugees who are
determined to learn English. They know that
this is the key to building successful, independent lives in the UK. Without it, they are unable
to find work, study, volunteer and become part
of their local community. But far too many
refugees are locked out of learning due to
long waiting lists and lack of childcare.

BUILDING THE CASE
We spoke to refugees we worked with to find
out more about their experience of accessing
English classes. They highlighted how central
learning English was to their plans but also
how hard it was for many of them to access
lessons. As Abdul said, “almost all of life is
restricted because we don’t speak English”.
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MARCH 2017

HITTING THE HEADLINES
Through launching a series of reports highlighting the drastic failure of the Government
to support refugees to learn English, we
succeeded in getting this story onto the
media agenda. The BBC repeatedly covered
the issue, across both broadcast and online,
and we secured articles in a wide range of
print from The Times to the Daily Express.

RAISING OUR VOICE
Our supporters campaigned alongside us
every step of the way. Thousands emailed
their local MP demanding action on English
language provision, signed the Let Refugees
Learn petition and watched our award-winning
campaign video.
We also built on support from prominent
voices, with business leaders (such as Jimmy
Wales, Ruth Rogers and Yotam Ottolenghi)
writing to The Times to call on the Government
to stop squandering the talent of refugees by
failing to ensure English language provision.
Crucially, we worked in partnership with many
other organisations fighting the same cause.

OCTOBER 201

7

This includes refugee activists, English
language providers and other charities.

WORKING IN PARLIAMENT
We successfully cultivated champions on Let
Refugees Learn across all major parliamentary
parties in both the House of Commons and
House of Lords, including working with exCabinet Ministers. This has enabled questions
to be asked both publicly and privately of the
Government by parliamentarians on the need
to improve English language provision.

SUCCESS
Just three months after we launched this
campaign, the Government announced an
additional £10 million to help resettled Syrian
refugees to learn English, supported by £2.3
million to tackle childcare barriers and a new
role in each region to help commission English
language services. Whilst a wonderful start,
this still leaves out all other refugees. We
continue to work on this issue to ensure all
refugees get the support they need to learn
English.
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THANK YOU

OUR SUPPORTERS

Refugee Action,
We cannot succeed alone. Everything we do at
t and collaboration of others.
all the difference we make, is with the suppor
OUR FUNDERS AND DONORS
We are delighted to have the support of many
trusts, foundations, companies and individuals
who have made significant grants this year in
support of our work.
They are: Access to Justice, Alan and Babette
Sainsbury Charitable Trust, Barrow Cadbury Trust,
BBC Children in Need, Big Lottery Fund, Bradford
City Council, Bradford District Care Foundation
Trust, Citizens UK, City Bridge Trust, Comic
Relief, Diane Plamping and David Griffith,
Esmee Fairbairn Trust, Future Advice Fund,
Gregory Nasmyth & Samantha Rowe-Beddoe,
Groundwork, John Ellerman Foundation, Joseph
Roundtree Charitable Foundation, JUSACA
Charitable Trust, Legal Education Foundation,
Network for Social Change, Paul Hamlyn
Foundation, PIMCO Foundation Europe,
Segelman Trust, Sigrid Rausing Trust, The
Economist Charitable Foundation, Unbound
Philanthropy, Unison. Also thank you to our
supporters who chose to remain anonymous.

OUR CAMPAIGN ALLIES
We are grateful to all the organisations we
have worked with over the past year. We’d
particularly like to thank the organisations
who have been active in support of our Let
Refugees Learn campaign: Action for ESOL;
English for Action; Learning and Work;
NATECLA; NUS; UCU; and Unison.

OUR ASYLUM SERVICES PARTNERS
Special thanks to Red Cross for leading two of
our partnership projects (Greater Manchester
Refugee Support Partnership and Liverpool
Asylum Outreach & Support Partnership);
also to Praxis and St Mungo’s for providing
the contract and project leadership
respectively on the Street Legal project.
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Thanks also to our other formal service
delivery partners: Revive, Rainbow Haven,
St Augustine’s, Kirklees CALC, ASIRT, ARC,
Safe Passage and Asylum Link.

OUR RESETTLEMENT PARTNERS
Many thanks to fourteen local authorities for
giving us the opportunity to support Syrians
resettling in their communities: Birmingham
City Council, City of London, Hackney Council,
Halton Borough Council, Herefordshire Council,
Liverpool City Council, Islington Council,
Preston City Council, Shropshire Council,
South Ribble Borough Council, Staffordshire
County Council, St. Helens Council, Wirral
Council and Worcestershire County Council.
We also delivered the Gateway Resettlement
Programme in partnership with five local
authorities in Greater Manchester.
Many thanks also to the organisations with
whom we partnered to support refugees
resettling in the UK: Spring Housing Association,
British Red Cross and Rethink Rebuild.

OUR ASYLUM GOOD PRACTICE
PARTNERS
Thanks to partners who we have worked
with around our Good Practice & Partnerships
work: GMIAU, South Yorkshire Refugee Law
& Justice and Cardinal Hume Centre on the
Frontline project; fellow members of the
Strategic Alliance on Migrant Destitution
(SAMD), Homeless Link, NACCOM, British
Red Cross, Refugee Council, Migrant Rights
Network and Housing Justice; and Project
17, ASAP, Migrant Legal Project and Coram
Children’s Legal Centre, who jointly planned
the Immigration Act workshops.

Thank you to the 14,697 people who
campaigned, raised money and donated
in support of work this year.
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For every £1 you donated, here is how we
spent it:

11p

18p

5p

HOW YOUR SUPPORT ENABLED US
TO REBUILD LIVES
Thanks to your support, in 2016-17 we were
able to step up to the challenge. This meant we
could directly support close to 5,000 refugees
and people seeking asylum as well as training
more than 150 people to provide immigration
advice. An amazing achievement only possible
thanks to your generosity and collaboration.
We remain committed to investing into our
fundraising activities and improving our support
services so that we can be here long into the
future, meeting the direct needs of
the refugees across the UK.

66p
Fundraising costs
Campaigning
Direct services to support refugees and
asylum seekers
Support costs
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STATEMENT OF
FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
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BALANCE SHEET
As at 31 March 2017

For the year ended 31 March 2017

Restricted Unrestricted
funds
funds
£'000
£'000

Total
2017
£'000

Total
2016
£'000

INCOME FROM
80
1
3,796

1,270
5
–

1,350
6
3,796

943
8
9,593

TOTAL (Total Income)

3,877

1,275

5,152

10,544

–

1,024

1,024

654

225

–

225

7,732

3,600

470

4,070

1,921

142

164

306

182

3,967

1,658

5,625

10,489

EXPENDITURE ON

AVR – Choices
Asylum advice and community
development services
Campaigns
TOTAL (Total expenditure)

NET INCOME/(EXPENDITURE)
Transfers between funds

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2016
£’000

FIXED ASSETS

Donations
Investment and other income
Charitable activities

Raising funds
Charitable activities

		2017
		£’000

Tangible fixed assets			

146		92

CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors		
1,715		1,090
Cash at bank and in hand		
3,037		4,070
		
		
4,752		5,160
CREDITORS: amounts falling
due within one year		

(413)		(290)

NET CURRENT ASSETS			
4,339		4,870

(90)

(383)

(473)

55

–

–

–

–

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES
CREDITORS: amounts falling
more than one year		

(22)			(26)

4,463		4,936
NET ASSETS			
CHARITY FUNDS

(90)

(383)

(473)

55

TOTAL FUNDS AT START OF YEAR

1,144

3,792

4,936

4,881

TOTAL FUNDS AT END OF YEAR

1,054

3,409

4,463

4,936

NET MOVEMENT IN FUNDS FOR YEAR

Restricted funds			
Unrestricted funds
General Fund			
Designated funds			

1,054		1,144
430		530
2,979		3,262

			
4,463		4,936

The financial statements were approved, and authorised for issue, by the Trustees
on 7 December 2017 and signed on their behalf by: Penny Lawrence, Chair
Full annual report and accounts have been registered with the Charity Commission
and are available to view on the Refugee Action website.
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REFUGEE ACTION
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
For the year ended 31 March 2017

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities

(914)

839

Cash flows from investing activities
(See reconciliation below):
Dividends, interest and rents from investments
Purchase of property, plant and equipment

6
(125)

8
(76)

Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities

(119)

(68)

(1,033)

771

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning
of the reporting period

4,070

3,299

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the reporting period

3,037

4,070

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Cash flows from operating activities

Change in cash and cash equivalents in reporting period

Reconciliation of net movement in funds to net cash flow from operating activities
Net movement in funds for the reporting period
(as per the statement of financial activities)

(473)

55

Adjustment for:
Depreciation charges
Dividends, interest and rents from investments
(Increase)/decrease in debtors
Increase/(decrease) in creditors

71
(6)
(625)
119

73
(8)
1,217
(498)

Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities

(914)

839

REFUGEE
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